Now You can Easily Speak Casual French
with this Innovative Method
Remember how hard it was to speak French back in school?
How frustrating it was to put a few phrases together! Yuck!
Throw away those old worries and have a new beginning with The French Language.

Today,you can brush up your French, listening to real French people speaking
naturally.
Learn French in a fun and enjoyable way with this auditory learning system that have helped hundreds
speak French like natives in a short time.
Learn French smoothly with online miniclasses and plenty of recorded material at different speeds so
you can always feel at ease.
French Today is a modern system that guides you step by step, to speak French fluently and
overcome all the obstacles that all learners struggle with.

EVERYDAY CONVERSATIONS SHOW YOU HOW EASY IT IS TO SPEAK FRENCH
Helpful and easy to follow themes are covered in the first level.
You'll talk about your family and country, learn about sports, tell the time, speak about shopping,
plan a trip, discuss movies, order food and much more.
AN ON-GOING STORY MAKES GRAMMAR POINTS AND NEW VOCABULARY FUN
The story makes much easier to understand theory and new vocabulary because it hooks you from
the first chapter and keeps you on the edge of your chair,always wanting to know more.
ALL GRAMMAR POINTS EXPLAINED IN ENGLISH
Teachers are fluent in both English and French. They will explain every grammar detail in your
mother tongue so you can easily grasp how it works.
MEET YOUR TEACHER ON A PRIVATE FACEBOOK GROUP FOR MINICLASSES
Join a private facebook group and get advantage of mini lessons and saying hi to your fellow
language learners!
MULTIPLE AUDIO DOWNLOADS
Download the program to your different devices so you can use it on your desktop PC or take it
with you anywhere you go.
DOWNLOAD SCRIPTS FOR EVERY CONVERSATION
Read the scripts of all the recorded dialogs to understand every single word and reinforce the new
material.

French-speaking Camille, and English-Speaking Olivier are the program's authors. They are a bilingual
couple who love languages and teaching.
Based on their native speaker experiences and language learners' struggles, their unique teaching
method offers you practical advise and exercises.
No doubt, a great combination!
More than 500 students have been successful with this method, considering the program
useful and well organized.

Pam Herbert "It was easy to go ahead with my French, using this method."

Robert Resh "Practical and portable. I can take advantage of every free minute I have."

Samantha Robinson "Love the story because makes grammar so easy."

Get the program today for $285 and save $54.
If after buying this program you don't like it, you can return it and get your money back.
No questions asked.
Start with the first chapter without paying anything.
So What can you lose? Nothing at all.
If you buy this program today,
You'll get a free bilingual audio novel Une Semaine à Paris to push forward your French even more.

Hurry up!
This offer lasts only a week, starting today.
Order Now
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